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ABS'TRACT For a given weight function w(x) on a.n interval [a.. b], we
study the generalized Weierstrass problem of determining the class of func-
tions f E C(a, b] that are uniform limits of \veighted polynomials of the form

{wn(x}Pn(X) }f, \vherepn is a polynomial of degre~ at mostn. For a special
class of weights, we sho\v that the problem can be solved by knO\v1ng the
denseness interval of the alternation points for the associated Chebyshev
polynomials.

1

Introduction

In the asymptotic analysis of orthogonal polynomials with respect to an ex-

ponential weight of the form w( x) = exp( -Ix la), a. > I, on R = (-00,00),
an important step is to determine the class of functions f continuous on R
that are uniform limits of.weighted polynomials {wnPn}J where Pn E lln

(the cta.ss of polynomials of degree :5 n), and the power n of wmatches the

(ma.ximum) degree of the polynomial. For these so-called Freud weights,
this problem was solved by Lubinsky and Saff [9] using techniques from

potential theory. The analogous problem for weighted polynomials of the
form {xn>'Pn(X)} on [OJ 1]1 which are called incomplete polynomials, was
raised by G.G. Lorentz and was resolved independentJy bySaff and Varga
[12] and by M. v. Golitschek [3]. Further extensions to Jacobi type weights
were obtained by He and Li [6] and He [5]. .

The. above. investigat~ons .are sp~~ial.c~es of the fol.lowi~g:

Generalized Weierstrass Problem: Given a closed set E C R and a weight
w : E -+ [O,oo)J determine necessary and sufficie~t conditions on.f such
that f is the uniform limit on E of a sequence of weighted polynomials

{wnpn}, Pn E Un, as n -T 00.

e-Q(::), with Q(x) con-
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vex on E, a plausible solution can be described as follo\vs. From potential
theoretic considerations, it is kno\vn (cf. [10])., that there exiSts a unique
smallest compact interval Sw such that for every n ~ 1 and every Pn E .fin,

IIW"PnIIE = IIWnPn!IS",

where If.IIA denotes the sup norm over the set A. Moreover, if one considers
weighted Chebyshev polynomials Tn (x) = wn(x)(xn + ...) that are defined
by the extremal property

111'" lIE Ifw"{x)(x" +p"-1(X))1IEIinf
p.-IEn~-l

then the alternation ( extreme) points of Tn are dense in Sw. Based on the
above mentioned special cases, the second author has previously made the

following

Conjecture. IfE C R is a compact interval and w(x) = e-Q(~), with Q(x)
convex on E, then f E C(E) is the uniform limit on E of a sequence of the
form {wnpn}f, Pn E IIn, if and only if f vanishes identically on Ii; \Sw.
(In case E is unbounded, additional assumptions need to be imposed on
Q(x) as Ixl-+ 00, x' E E.)

The aim of the present paper is to show that for a special class of weights
w, a proof of the above conjecture follo\vs from the denseness property of
the alternation points of the weightedChebyshev polynomials. Thus we
avoid much of the "hard analysis" inyolved with the potential theoretic
arguments used in [9]. However, our technique requires strong ~sumptions
on the weight wand so falli short of proving the general conjecture.

2 An Approximation Lemma

Let
Hn:=span{go,...,gn}, giEC[a,b]

be a Chebyshev system on [a, b]. Define Tn, the normalized Chebyshev
polynomial for Hn on [a, b], by

n

Tn := Tn,[a,b] = :Z=Cigi,

i=O

where the Ci are chosen so that IITnll[a,b] = 1 and so that Tn has exactly
n zeros Xl < ...< In in (a,. b) and oscillates' n + 1 times bet\veen :!:l on
[a,. b]. So defined,. T 11 exists and, is unique up to multiplication by -1. (See
[7, p. 72}.) WithxQ := a and In+l:= b we define the mesh of Tn by

ma.x IXi -Xi-I!
l~i~n+1

Mn(Tn : [a, b]) ::Mn
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and the mesh of Tn restricted to an interval I := [al/3] C [a, b] by

Mnlr:= ma."(
k<i< .+1-_J

IXi -xi-II,

< x j are all the zeros of Tn in:= .B and Xk <where Xk-l := cx , Xj+l

(cx"e).

Lemma 1. Assume that

,gn}Hn span{gOJ

is a Chebyshev system on [a, b] with associated Chebyshev polynomials Tn.

a) Suppose that each gi E C1[a, {3] and H~ := span{g~,..., g~} is a Cheby-
shev system on [a, {3] C [a, b]. If f E C[a, {3], then there exists h~ E H~ :=
span{l,gol"" gn} such that

fll[a,pl ~ P(..;J(~)'Ilh~

w/iere On := Mn(Tn : [a, b])I(a.p]. (Here D is a constant that depends only

on a and b, and wI' is the modulus of continuity).
b) Suppose further that f E C[a,,8], that I is a closed interval contained in

[a,,8], and that f is constant on [a,,8] \ I. Then there exists h~ E H~ such

that
Ilh~ -fll(a,{3] ~ D'wJ( Pn)

where 8~ := },{n(Tn : [a, b])II and D' dep~nds only on a and b.

Proof. The proof of Lenuna 1 follows [1] closely where a similar result is
proved for Markov systems, but is reworked for current purposes. Note that
H~ a Chebyshev system on [al,8] implies that H~ is a Chebyshev system
on [a,,8]. Sup.pose Sn E H~ is the best uniform approximation from H~ to
.F OR [a'lc] U [d,,8], where. ,

x E [a.,c]0,
F(x) :=

xE[d,.B11,

Then we claim the following:
A) Sn is monotone on [c, d]. .

B) IISn -FII[a,c]U[d,PJ ~ lO,sn/(d -c).

Let 1] := n + 2 be the size of the Chebyshev system H~. Since Sn is a best
approximant to F I .th~re exist 1) + 1 points where the maximum error I tn J
occurs with alternating sign. Suppose m+l of these points Yo < .,. < Ym lie
in [a,c] and TJ-m of these points Ym+l <... < YI)lie in [d"B]. Then S~ has
at least m -1 zeros in [a I c] (one at each alternation point in [a I c] except
possibly at the endpoints a and c). Likewise S~ has at least 1] -m -2 zeros
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in (d,fJ). So S~ has at least 1]-3 zeros in (a,c)U(d,fJ). Note that this count
excludes Ym and Ym+l. Thus S~ has at most one more zero in (a,fJ) unless
S~ vanishes identically (which is not possible for 1] > 1). Now suppose S~
has a zero (with sign change) on (c, d). Then since there is at most one
zero of S~ in (c, d) it cannot be the case that both Ym = c and Ym+l = d
with both S~(c) ? 0 and S~(d) ? O. (Otherwise sign(Sn(c) -f(c)) =
sign(Sn( d) -f( d)) as a consideration of the t\VO cases shows.) But if Ym # c
or Ym+l :i: d or S~(c) = 0 or S~(d) = 0, we have accounted for all the
zeros of S~ by accounting for the (possibly) one additional zero (either S~
vanishes at c or d or one of Ym or Ym+l is an interior alternation point
where S~ vanishes). Thus S~ has no zeros with sign change in (c, d) and
claim (A) is proved.

For claim (B) we make the following observation. Let

!n := IIF -Snll[a,c]u[d,Pl

Then
Dn := {nTn -Sn

has at least m zeros on [a, c] and

D~ := Dn + 1 = 1 + EnT n -Sn

has at least 7] -m -1 zeros on [d, {3] (counting the possibility of double
zeros). Thus D~ has at least 7] -3 zeros on [a,c] U [d,{3]. Suppose Tn has
at least 4 alternations on an interval [8,/] C (c,d) and suppose that

Sn(i) -Sn(6) ::; (n

Then, because of part (A) and the oscillation of Tn on [0,1],

= (nTn -[Sn- 5n(i) + 5n(5)
2

has at least 3 zeros on [a,,8] and hence

has at least 2 zeros on [OJ/J. T~isoJ howeverJ gives D~ E H~ a total of at
lea,sto ry°":" 1 = n: + 1 zeros which is impossible. In particular J

Sn(1) -Sn(8) > En

on any interval [6'/] C (C, d) where Tn has at least 4 alternations. Thus

58~
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Ho\vever, since Sn is a best approximation,

5n(d) -5n(c) :s: 1 + 2cn

and we deduce claim (B} on comparing these last two inequalities and
noting that f:n ~ 1/2.

The proofof (a) is no\v a routine argument which for simplicity we present
only on the interval [Ct"B]:= [0,1]. Let

m-l

L
i:l

, i +1

mV(x)
f( f Si(X) + 1(0),

1

m

where Si(X) E H~ is the best appro.ximant to

OJ
Fj(x) ::

x E [0, *]

x E [~, 1]

1;

(~in claims (A) and (B)). Then with (d c) 11m we deduce that

J(x)! ~ m2106nwfIV(x) +~J
1
m

1
m

and with m :: l/.;r;

The proofofpartCb) is an obvious modification of the proofofpart'Ca)..
3

We restrict our attention to systems of the form

span{w"Hn
1 " " " },w X,...,W x

where w := w(x) ~ 0,. x E [a,b]. T.hen for a large class of weights w we
are guaranteed the existence"of a support set" Sw where all the zeros of all
the associated Chebyshev polynomials lie. Moreover) whenever Hn satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 1 we will be able to conclude that {Hn} is dense
in the continuous functions that vanish off of Sw. Denseness) for such f) in
this context means that there exists f n E H n) liffin-oo f n = f. The basic
result we need is (essentially) Corollary 2.5 due to Mhaskar and Saff [10].
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Theorem 1. Let E := [a, b] with a, b possibly infinite. Let w(x) = e-Q(=)
where, Q(x) is continuous on [a, b]! convex on (a, b) and where w(x) .Ixl-
a as Ix! --+ 00 (when E is unbounded). There exists a smallest compact
interval Sw C E with the following properties.
a) The Chebyshev polynomials for Hn have all their zeros in Sw.
b) The zeros are dense in Sw in the 'sense that Mnls.. -i..0 as n --+ CXj.
c) IfPn E Un", then IlwnPnllsw = Ilwnpnll~, n = 0,1,... .
d) If Pn E lln and A is a compact subset of E \ Sw, then

IlwnPnllA = o(llwnpnlls,,), as n-+-oo

The inter..-al Sw is known (cr. [10]) to be the support of the unique
probability measure ,tlw that minimizes the generalized energy integral

Ifft] := J !.lOg[lz t !w( z )w( t) ]-1 dJl.( z )dJl.(t)

over all probability measures supported on [a, bl. Moreover, for the case
when Q(x) is convex on [a, b], the endpoints of the support set Sw = [c.,a-]

can be obtained by ma..amizing the SO'-called F-functional

-~
l d

7r c

Q(x)dx
yi(d -x)(x = c)'

d-c
4F(c, d) log

over all pairs (c, d) with a ~ c < d ~ b. This maximum will be attained
precisely when c = c. and d = d*, i.e. at the endpoints of Sw.

Lemma 2. a) Suppose w satisfies the condttions of Theorem 1 on [a,b]
andS:;' = [a,b]\Sw is nonempty. LetHn :=span{wn .l,wnx,...,wnxn}.
Suppose that

{l n 1 n n n
}span,w',wxJ.'.JwxH -.:

n'

and

H~:= span{(w" .1)', (w"x)', ...,(w"x")'}
are both Chebyshev systems on the interval [aJ b], for all n. Then for ev-
ery f E C(a, b] that vanishes identically on s~ (a collection we denote by

Co [SW]), there exists a sequence p" E IInl with

Jim IlwnPn
n-oo

fll(a,bl = O.

(This is refeTTed to as {Hn} being dense in Co[Sw]).
b) Suppose H~ and H~ are Chebyshev systems on Sw (but not necessarily

on [a, b]). Suppose the other assumptions of (a) hold. Then there exists a

sequence Pn E Un with

fils.. = 0lim Ilw"p"
"-00
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and

0

h~(x):= an + qn(X), qn E H n J an ER.

If lanl -00, then qn(x}/an --1 uniforniIy on (a,b] and we may ap-

proximate constants from {Hn}. If Ian I ~ 00., then there exists {anJc} with
anJc -C ;6 :I:OO. In this case IlqnJc lis.. is uniforniIy bounded and by Theo-
rem 1, part (d), if A is a compact subsetofI:\Sw, then IlqnJcHA -O. From
thi,s and the assumption that f =: 0 on S~ we deduce that anJc -0 and we
are done. .

We Wish now to record classes of weights which satisfy the conditions
of Lemma 2, part (a), because for these weights we can conclude that the

weighted incomplete approximants are dense exactly in Co[Sw].

Lemma 3. Suppose wE COO [a, b], w(x) ~ O. Ifspan{l, w".l,..., w"xm} is
a Chebyshev system for all positive integers nand ':71, then span {( w" 1)1, ...,

(w"xm)'} is a15o a Chebyshev system.

Proof. See [7, p. 378].

Lemma 4. Suppose either
a) l/w is totally monotone on [a, b] or .
b) l/w(x) = L::=o ~"(x-a)", a" ~ 0, is convergent on [a, b], where a?; O.

Then w satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.

Proof. To show that w satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 it suffices to
show that a non-vanishing linear form

m

LbiX1
i=O

Lm ( x) ::
1

~w
has at most m+l zeros. This follows, in both cases, on differentiating m+l
times and observing that (Lm(X)){m+l) has no sign changes in [a, b]. .

This gives us the following result.

Theorem 2. Suppose w satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and that

either

a) w-l is totally monotone on [a, bJ or
b) w-l has a power series expansion at a, convergent on [a, bJ, with non-

negative coefficients or (equivalently to (b))
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h') w-l has all. derivatives strictly positive on (a, b].

Then {wnpn}, Pn E Un, is dense in Co [SW].

Observe that weights of the following form work on any interval [a, b] C

[0,00).

a) exp( -xP), p a positive integer;
b) x8 e > O., ,
c) exp( -x6) , is" E (0,1).

For (c) above, the convexity condition of Theorem 1, doesn't hold. However
in the case E := [a,b] C [0,00), we can replace the convexity of Q =
log(lfw) by the condition that xQ'(x) is strictly increasing on (a, b).

We remark that for the generalized Weierstrass problem von Golitschek,
Lorentz, and Makovoz (cf. [4]) have simultaneously but independently ob-
tained results similar to Lemma 2.

4

For a sequence of positive numbers {An}r, we consider weighted spaces

Hn(w, An) := {WnAnPn Pn E IIn}

We e:..-pect the following to happen for "decent" nonconstant weights. If
An -+- OOJ the approximation should be impossible. If An -+- OJ then the

whole interval becomes the interval of approximation. If An -+- C > OJ then

the approximants should live on the set Swc associated with wc. We prove
the following.

Theorem 3. Assume w E C[aJb], w ~ 0 and w is nonconstant on [aJb].
Suppose that An -+- 00 .as n -+- 00. If there exist wn.x"Pn E Hn(WJAn) such

that wr1.x"Pn -+- f as n -+- 00 uniformly. on [at b], then f == O.

Proof. Suppose wn""Pn E Hn(WJAn) converges uniformly to f > 0 on

[aJ.8] C [at b]. Since w is not constant on [a,.8], there exist intervals 11 and

12 contained in [aJ.8] with

0 < C1 :.'5 W(x) :.'5 C21 x E III

0 < C3 :.'5 w(x) :.'5 Co! < c11 x E 12.

for some positive constants Cl1 C2, C3, C4. Now from the convergence of
wn>'.Pn to a strictly positive limit on [a,{3] we deduce the e.xistence of

positive constants d1, d2, d31 d4 so that

d2
(4.1)n? N1
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and

n ? N2.

IIPn(X)II(a,o.] .:5: n~N1
d';S

C~I
1

for some coo.stant d3. Ho\~e...er \vith (3.2) and the facts that An

C4 < Cl this leads to the coo.tradiction that
1

-+ CO a!l a.

ds
-;x;:-
Cl

d4
IIPn(x)ll[c,b]. ~ < :;;I:- ~ IIp"( x )llj:

for some large n.
ti

Theorem 4. Suppose that for n large w).n as well as tL' satisfy the cO11I1;-
tions of Lemma 2. ..-
a) If limn-oo An = 8 > OJ then {wn).npn} is dense in CC[~)J where S' is
the support associated with we.
b) If limn-oo An = 0, then {I, wn)... Pn} i5 dense in C[c, 0].

Proof. Part (a). requires knowing that Sw only depe2QS on the nth root

asymptotic (cf. [11]) and the rest follows as before. .
For part (b) we sho\v that the zeros of the Chebyshe'r. pol}~omia1s fill

out [a) b] and apply Lemma 1. For this purpose consider functions of the
form

and

In fact) such qn can be constructed having many oscillations of magnitude
~ 2" It now follows) that for n ? N, the Chebyshev polynomial) Tn I for

{wn.\"Pn} has a zero in I; otherwise Tn would have too many zeroo" Thus)
Mnl[a,b] -+ 0 and we can"apply Lemma I) to get denseness. tf

..." ."

5 Remarks

1. The condition in Lemma 2 that H~ be Chebyshev can be weakened to
the following condition (as is apparent from the proof of Lemma 1).

where the integer T!1+k divides n. Observe that since (Fn)~m+~)/n converges
to (b -x)m(x -a)k ,uniformly) Fn behaves like a o-:-functl~n- In particular)
given I C [a) b} it is P?ssip.le to.co~struct qn E {wnJ.,.p:o} J V n 2>- N, so
that. .

minqn ( X) < -2.zEI -
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Condition. Suppooe Sn E H~ is the best approximation to f on [a, c] U
[d,,8] C Sw where

xE[a,c]0,
!(x) :=

x E [d,.8J1,

Then S~ has at most n + 1 zeros in the interval (a', b') where a' is the first
alternation point and b' is the last alternation point of error.

This always holds for the Jacobi weights XU (1- x)l1, U, V > 0 because the
zeros at 0 and 1 imply the above condition and we deduce that Lemma 2,
part (b) holds for these weights. In this case the interval Sw can be given

explicitly (cf. [7]):

[sin ( rl 12), sin (11 +12)]Sw
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